GreenInfo Network has an opening in our downtown San Francisco office, available immediately

GreenInfo Network is an innovative nonprofit technology consultant with a national reputation earned over 15 years of service to hundreds of dynamic nonprofits and public agencies. We have an excellent team of a dozen staff, focused on both GIS and web technology platforms, and our five person GIS group has an opening for its Manager position. The GIS Solutions Team works on 15-20 projects at a time and is always looking for great new opportunities. The main responsibilities of the GIS Solutions Team Manager position are coordinating and leading our current GIS projects and developing contacts and work proposals for new projects.

THE POSITION

GreenInfo offers an exciting, creative and friendly environment where you can use your talent to make a real difference in the world, while constantly learning and rapidly advancing your career. We’re looking for a GIS Solutions Team Manager who is excited about leading a talented team of five+ staff and building on GreenInfo’s track record of outstanding work with geospatial technology. You will be expected to: 1) conduct your own client projects (GIS and other – 60%); 2) manage GIS team workloads and be part of the senior management team (20%); and 3) develop new work and client relationships (20%). The Manager reports to the GreenInfo Network Executive Director.

REQUIREMENTS

- Advanced GIS experience with all major ESRI ArcGIS products (minimum of 4 years), including a wide variety of experience with spatial data creation, data management, cartographic production, advanced data processing, and modeling. Must have a solid understanding of geospatial principles and their practical application to real problems.
- Experience and strong ongoing potential as a team manager of motivated, skilled professionals.
- Independent and creative problem solver.
- Clear communication skills, capable of providing coworkers with direct, concise and complete instructions to carry out advanced projects.
- Ability to work with staff to aid in their professional development.
- Experience with marketing to diverse groups to develop new projects – range of clients include land trusts and other environmental organizations, social/public health advocacy and research groups, etc.
- Strong knowledge of nonprofit work environment.
- Passion for learning about geospatial and related technology and what it can do to help address important public issues.
- Strong design and cartographic skills with the ability to develop other compelling graphic products such as presentations, tables, charts, fliers, etc.
- Knowledge of contracting processes, ability to define and track budgets, and ability to ensure timely project completion.
In addition, the ideal candidate will have the capacity for, or experience with, some of the following:

- Particular fields of practice (social justice, land/air/water health, conservation, etc.)
- Knowledge of how to work with government agencies and manage such contracts
- Database development and programming, desktop or web based platforms
- Knowledge of California geography and land use and/or social issues
- Python scripting
- Adobe Photoshop/Illustrator software, or equivalent
- Competency with complex database queries and statistical analysis
- Advanced Google Earth application development skills
- Knowledge of web map applications and user interface design (Google Maps/OpenLayers APIs)

**COMPENSATION**

Salary dependent on experience but will start in the mid $50Ks with additional performance-based compensation possible. Position includes a package of fully-paid health, dental, and vision benefits, plus generous vacation. Our work environment supports constant learning and collaboration.

**WORK ENVIRONMENT**

Our San Francisco office is right at a major transit hub (BART/MUNI), and within easy walking distance of most of the Downtown and South of Market areas. The office is an attractive, spacious and well-lit space, filled with friendly and very skilled colleagues. Projects are highly varied and all serve groups working to further the public interest. If your passion is helping these kinds of groups make the world better, this is one of the very best places to be.

**TO APPLY**

Please email a cover letter and resume (Word or PDF format) to jobs2@greeninfo.org. **Use the following format for the email subject line:** [First Name, Last Name] GIS Solutions Team Manager 2011. Example: Jane Black GIS Solutions Team Manager 2011. If you are selected for further consideration, we’ll ask you for work samples and professional references. No phone inquiries please.

This position is open until filled, but we are hoping to reach an early decision.

GreenInfo Network encourages persons of color and applicants of diverse backgrounds to apply.

*Note: we are not able to sponsor applicants with foreign visas.*